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Communicated by the Editors 
Bilinear models which are defined as input-output (noise-observation in time 
series analysis) systems being linear with respect to each of the input and output 
when the other is fixed, arise in a natural way from basic principles in chemistry, 
physics, engineering, and several other fields of science. Most of the cases contain 
multiple output with interaction. In time series analysis it is necessary to consider 
the influence of other related time series to describe the structure of the model 
properly. The multiple bilinear models were recently investigated in the time 
domain. The method that was used only gives a sufficient condition and asymptotic 
results concerning the stationarity and the second-order properties. We deal with 
the frequency domain method, i.e., using the Wiener-It0 spectral representation, to 
describe the second-order properties, as this method was shown more informative 
in the scalar case. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for the second-order 
stationarity of multiple bilinear models in terms of the spectral radius of a par- 
ticular matrix involving the coefficients of the model. The exact form of the spectral 
density function shows that there is no way one can discriminate between a linear 
(non-Gaussian) and a bilinear model based on the second-order properties of the 
process. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. MULTIVARIATE BILINEAR MODEL 
Consider the following state space model of the p,-dimensional output y, 
with d-dimensional input w,, 
j=l j=l 
(1.1) 
Y,  = cx,, 
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where (wl,(, w~,~, . . . . wd,<)’ = w, is Gaussian white noise with Ew, = 0 and 
diagonal covariance matrix Ew,w: = 6,,, diag(a:, o:, . . . . 05). Furthermore, 
A and Dj, j= 1, 2, . . . . d, are appropriate matrices, bj~ Rp’, and f0 is a 
constant vector chosen as 
f,,= - i u;D,b, 
I=1 
to keep the expectation of the p,-dimensional state vectors X, zero. The 
diagonality of the noise covariance matrix Ew,w: is not really a restriction 
because one can orthogonalise the entries of VV, by a linear transformation, 
say, 
k=l 
and get the same type state space equation as (1.1). 
The state equation also has the form 
X,=AX,-,+B~,+D(M’,~~OI)X,-,+~~, 
where the new matrices are defined by 
(1.2) 
B = Lb,, b2, . . . . bc,l, 
D = [1D1, D,, . . . . DA, 
and Z is the matrix of unity. Moreover, the symbol @ denotes the usual 
tensor product for matrices and vectors. 
The lower triangular multiple bilinear time series model considered by 
Stensholt and Subba Rao [6] can be easily transformed to a state space 
form 
X,=AX,-,+B,w,+B,w,~l+ 1 D,X,-,Wj,,-1+& 
/=l (1.3) 
y, = cx,, 
using a slightly generalized version of the transformation given by Mohler 
[ 31. The model (1.3) is different from the original one (1.1) only in a linear 
term and it will be clear later that it makes no difference in our analysis. 
2. WIENER-ITO SPECTRAL REPRESENTATION 
We need a generalization of the representation of the stationary L, func- 
tionals by a Gaussian stationary process. See Major [2] for details of this 
representation. In our case we have independent Gaussian white noise 
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series Wl,ry w2,ty--7 Wd,t, t=o, +1, +2, . . . and we are interested in a 
representation for a vector valued L, functional X, of these series. The pro- 
cess X, will be called strictly physically realizable by w, if it is measurable 
with respect to the a-algebra 8, generated by the random variables 
Wl.r-st W2,r-s, *..> Wd,r-s, s=o, 1,2,... and the shift transformation of w, is 
the shift transformation for A’, as well. First, let us look at the Hilbert space 
of the L, functionals measurable with respect to w~.~, We,,, . . . . Wd,,, t = 0, 
* 1, _+2, . . . . Define the set 
A$= 
i 
k 1 kdd, = (0, 1,2,...}d, i ki=r 
j= I I 
for rEZ+ and denote the elements of X, by kc’)= (k,, kZ, . . . . kd). 




1x1 = s eitw W,(du), --tf 
and the corresponding multiple Wiener spectral measure of order p be 
W,,(dw,,,), where q,,)= (w,, w2, . . . . W~)E [-TC, -trclP, see Major [2]. 
The measures W,, W,, . . . . W, are orthogonal (independent) and so are 
their multiple versions W,,kl, Pf&, . . . . Wd&. Let the product measure of 
degree r be given by 
where Wj+o= 1. 
The Hilbert space W generated by the random variables having finite 
second moments and measurable with respect to the a-algebra 23 spanned 
by the noise prcess w,,!, w~,~, . . . . w~,~, t = 0, f 1, _+ 2, . . . . is the direct sum of 
Hilbert spaces W k~7~, k(‘) E T, r = 0, 1, 2, . . . . That is, 
where E-U, is the space of constants and W,C,, is the linear Hilbert space 
generated by the random variables defined by all possible products of 
Hermite polynomials with degree k”) of the noise series, i.e., by 
Pk, ( WI,,;, w1,r:, .a.? w1.t: 1 , 
X hka (w2,,;, W24, . . . . W2.4 
2 
) . . . hkd( wd,,:, wd.,f’ . . . . Wd,,$; t; E 7 >, 
and h,, denotes the Hermite polynomial of degree kj. Note that the time 
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points tj are not necessarily different for different indices i, j. W,,,, can be 
characterized also in the following way. Let g,(o(,)) E L, [ -K, rc]’ and 
g,( -o+,J = g,(w(,,), then the random variable 
belongs to W,C,, and conversely if q E Wk(,), then there exists a function 
g, (WC,)) E L, [ - rr, n]’ such that (2.1) holds. The function g, is uniquely 
determined up to the permutations of its first k,, then k,, . . . . and so on, up 
to the last k, variables. The unique symmetrized version of g, (k”‘-sym- 
metrization) is given by 
here pk, denotes all the possible permutation of the numbers 1, . . . . k, and 
k(‘)! = nf= i kj ! . The scalar product of two elements in W,(,, is 
where cr2k”’ = ny= i a?. 
Now, if A’, is a second-order stationary process in W and strictly physi- 
cally realizable by wt, then the Wiener-It0 spectral representation theorem 
gives 
K=f 1 J eirZw”‘fk,&+,) w,,d(dw,,,), 
,=,, klr),X 3’ 
where Co(,, = C>= i wj and the transfer functions fk(,) are determined up to 
the k%ymmetrization. 
3. TRANSFER FUNCTION SYSTEM 
We determine the transfer function system for the stationary bilinear 
process with the help of the Wiener-It0 representation theorem and 
Eq. (l.l), assuming that the spectral radius of A is less then 1, i.e., p(A) < 1. 
This assumption in the linear case is the necessary and sufficient one for the 
stationarity, this is not so when the model is bilinear. To do this, the 
spectral representation for the product term X,wj,, is needed. 
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LEMMA 3.1. If the solution X, of Eq. (1.1) is given by (1.3) then 
X,WjJ = f, k,r;, r*,,+, ei’=‘w(‘+‘) 
xfk(‘)(o(,+l)\~k,,,*i ) ~k ~)+e (dqr+d~ 
where ej= (0, 0, . . . . 0, 1 , 0, . . . . 0) E Rd is the jth unit vector, and 
(.I) 
o(,, IJ,zk,j,+ 1 denotes the r-dimensional vector obtained from the vector 
(q, 02, . ..v Or+1 ) with the variable w,, p =C{=, kj+ 1, missing. 
The transfer function j& may be considered as a function of r + 1 
variables o(, + ,) whose value remains the same for all 0,. The proof of this 
lemma is as easy as in the scalar case. Use the Diagram Formula, see 
Major [2], and Eq. (l.l), see Terdik and Subba Rao [9]. 
Put both sides of the equation 
X,=AX,-,+ i wj.tbj+ i Dj~r-~wj,t-~+h 
j=l j= 1 
into the spectral representation and compare the transfer functions of the 
same order. If r = 1, we obtain 
e’tofe,(~) = A&(‘- ‘1 “fe, (co) + bj e”“; k”)=e,, j= 1, 2, . . . . d; 
consequently, 
fej(o)= (I-Ae-‘“)-lb,; j= 1, 2, . . . . d. (3.1) 
In general, for r > 1, 
eirzm(~lfktr,(f2tr)) = A?(‘- l)t”~~~fk,,,(~(,,) 
k,ro Dje I(‘- “=O’r’f&- q(W(,)\& 
j= 1 




X c 8k,>0Djfk(‘)--,(O~,)\Zk,,,). 
J=l 
(3.2) 
Note again that here fkc,jpe, denotes an r-variable function and its value is 
the same for all ozk,,, and k”)-ejEX,,_, if kj>O. 
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THEOREM 3.1. If the spectral radius of the matrix A is less then 1, i.e., 
p(A) < 1, then the strictly physically realizable stationary solution X, CI~ 
Eq. ( 1.1) is given by the form 
x=f c j e’tzw[r) fktr)(cot,)) W,,,)(do,,,), 
r=() kmE.-$; 9” 
where the transfer functions are determined by (3.1) and (3.2). 
EXAMPLE 1. If D = 0, then the transfer function of the (linear) state 
process is given by (1.2) 
f(w) = (I- AePiw)-‘B, 
where the matrix B is as defined by (1.2), i.e., the first-order transfer 
functions determine a linear (Gaussian) process. 
EXAMPLE 2. The transfer functions fc,,o, ,,,, 0j are the same as the transfer 
functions of the bilinear process with single input wi,,, i.e., when 
D,=D,= . . . =D,=O. 
It is easy to construct a bilinear system (1.1) with 
a. finite many nonzero transfer functions 
b. infinitely many nonzero transfer functions but they are zero if their 
first q indices are greater then some fixed constants, say 
.h(%)) = 0 if k,>K1,kz>K2 ,..., k,>K,, q<d 
(3.3) 
.hw(qrJ +o if k,<K,,k,<K, ,..., k,dK,. 
The model (1.1) is not sensitive to the order of the noise, therefore we can 
change the order such that K, Q K, Q . . . d K, < cc. One can call the 
bilinear model (1.1) having transfer functions with the properties (3.3) a 
bilinear model of Hermite order (K,, K2, . . . . K,, co, . . . . cc ). This means that 
the highest degree of w~,~, s < t, is Kj in the polynomial representation of 
the process y,. The lower triangular multiple bilinear model has degree 
K, = CO, i.e., (co, co, . . . . co). 
4. STATIONARITY 
In the preceding section we assumed that the solution of X, of the 
bilinear model (1.1) is stationary, i.e., the second-order moments are finite. 
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This means that 
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2k@’ < co. 
Conversely, if the above series is convergent at the transfer functions given 
by (3.1) and (3.2), then the process 
is second-order stationary and it is easy to see that it is the solution of the 
bilinear equation (1.1). It also follows from this that the necessary and 
sufficient condition for the stationarity of the model ( 1.1) of finite degree 
(&< co), is the same as that for the linear model, i.e., p(A) < 1. The most 
interesting case is the model with infinite order K, = co. 
THEOREM 4.1. The bilinear model of order K, = CO, j = 1,2, . . . . d, 
X,=AX,-l+ 5 wj,,bj+ 5 DjX,-,wj,r-1+fo 
j=I j=l 
y, = cx,: 






and, in this case, the variance of y, is Eyy2 = CB2EXy2, where the variance 
for the state X, is given by the formula (4.4) below. 
First, we need the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let the transfer functions fkW(wc,)) be given by the formulae 
(3.1) and (3.2). Put %=(P1,, P2i, . . . . Pdj), where PjieFPk,, i= 1, 2, see (2.2). 
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[f r > 2 and either PI # 92 or n #WI then 
Proof The first consideration is that if either 9, # YZ or n #m then the 
missing variables from the transfer functions &L e, and j&+ are dif- 
ferent. On the other hand, it easily follows from (3.2) that if r > 1 then 
So the Fourier series expansion of &(,I, r > 1, contains only terms having 
nonzero coefficients of every oj, j= 1,2, . . . . r, in the exponent. Now put, for 
simplicity, oP and o, as the missing variables and take the integral 
(Ze izw(rl- A)~lf,~-l,(w,,,,,)O(Ze-‘=O’r)- A)-‘fk;-l)( -wCr,,s) do, dw, 
= f f AmOA”glj(W(l)\ip,,))Og2k(-W~,,\jp,s)) 
m,n=O j.k= 1 
where grj and g,, denote the Fourier coefficients of the corresponding 
transfer functions when the variables w~,),(~,~) ; i.e., wl, w2, . . . . w,, except 
w, and w,, are fixed. To get a nonzero term, the equations m-n -t-j= 0 
and m-n-k = 0 need to be fulfilled simultaneously, which cannot 
happen. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Let the transfer functions fk(,, (We,,) be given by the formulae 
(3.1) and (3.2). Jfr > 2 then 
= g 6,,,,G,(k(“-e,)! 
j= 1 
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where 
ProoJ: Recursion formula (3.2) and Lemma 4.1 give that 
dqr- xpy-=qu,,- ,))Qf~““;-“‘( -co+ 1)) o’-‘fJ*@‘)-? 
In the mean time we change the order of the symmetrization from k”’ to 
k(‘) - e. so we obtain the term (kc’) - ej)!*/k(‘)!’ and for fixed j exactly k, I’ 9 
integrals are equal. Therefore, the coeffkient becomes 
k”‘lk,(k”~-e~)~2~(k’~)~e,)r 1 
. I k(r)12 I . . 
Proof of the Theorem 4.1. To show that the convergence of the series 
(4.1) is equivalent to the assumption (4.2), let us start with the cases 
r=l,2. For r=l, 
J 9 fc,(u)@f&&~;=(I-AQ2)-1b~2~j=Fj. 
If r = 2, and kr’ = (0, 0, . . . . 1, . . . . 
(i) 
1 , . . . . 0) = ei + ej, i # j, then 
(A 
J 
-e +e f; do, de 2 2 
32 
qW&02)&+y-0,, -0JJ~a.a. 
(2n) ’ J 
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and for k!” = 2ej, we have 
JJ 
The case r = 2 can be summarized by 









Now, if r = 3, use Lemma 4.1 and obtain 
= i 6k,,oGj(k’3’-ej)! 
j=l 
Therefore, 
= G2F + GM. 
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We are using induction to prove for r > 3 that 
The left-hand side of this equals 
1 i dk,,,Gj(k”‘-ej)! 
k(‘l.sX, .i= 1 
by Lemma 4.2. 
Equation (4.3) shows that the series (4.1) is convergent if and only if 
p(G) < 1. This result and the following lemma, proved in the paper Terdik 
and Ispany [8], make the proof complete. 
LEMMA. Let A, DE R”” m and p(A) < 1. Then the following statements 
are equivalent : 
(i) p(A@A+D@D)<l 
(ii) p((Z--ABA)-‘D@D)<1. 
Summing these results in the variance of the state process X,; i.e., 






x ,c, a,2bF2 
(. 
+ fJ afafDi0D,bj6bi(1+6izj) . i 
i. j = 1 > 
(4.4) 
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COROLLARY. The necessary and sufficient condition for the stationarity 
of the bilinear model (1.1) of order (K,, K,, . . . . K,, 00, . . . . co), where 
K,dK,< ... dK,<co, is 
5. COVARIANCE STRUCTURE AND SPECTRUM 
Now we are in a position to calculate the covariance function for the 
stationary multiple bilinear model. Observing that 
we see that the covariances are 
EX,+,@X,=(I@A)“EJC’$~, s = 0, 1) 2, . ..) 
= (ACWp”EXf2, s=o, -1, -2 ).... 
Also from the above equation it follows that the spectral density of the 
observation y, is 
q(o)=& (I- AOle-‘O)-‘(I-IOAeiw)‘(I- A@‘) EX$‘. 
Note that the covariances and the spectrum of the model does not depend 
on the order of the model. An easy consequence of these formulae is that 
there is no way one would discriminate between the linear (D,=O, 
j = 1, 2, . ..) d) non-Gaussian and the bilinear process on the basis of the 
second-order moments structure. In case of Gaussian noise (input), the 
main difference is that the linear model is also Gaussian while the bilinear 
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one is not. Moreover, the higher order spectrums and cummulants are 
vanishing for the linear model and they are not, for the bilinear one. 
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